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Abstract
When looking at the engagement of social media in general we see that business-tobusiness (B2B) companies have a signiﬁcantly lower day-to-day usage compared to business-to-consumer (B2C) companies even though there are more B2B companies present
in the social media space. By studying a B2B company in the midst of implementing
social media in their eﬀorts to enhance their marketing capabilities we want to know if
there are any speciﬁc reasons for these facts. When studying the company we conduct a
case study to discover and explore the challenges a B2B company face when implementing
social media that could explain the facts of low utilization. Based on our ﬁndings during
the course of this thesis we developed a model for evaluating how well a company is ﬁtted
for the social media space. The model consists of a number of key factors important for a
successful social media engagement. Each factor has been broken down in comprehensible
questions making it fairly easy to do a situational analysis of a B2B company regarding
its strengths and weaknesses in marketing through social media.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today most people seem to agree that the Social Media (SM) revolution and phenomenon
is not a fad or hype (Bodnar 2009). Business that has not started to approach the
social media scene are already seriously behind the technology adaption life cycle curve
(Thomas & Barlow 2011). Activities on social networks and blogs are now the fourth
most popular internet activity, and the ad spending will exceed $2 billion during 2011
(AG 2010). For marketers, social media provides new ways of thinking since consumer
connects with brands in new channels, often out of control of the manufacturer (Edelman
2010), they also consider social media less biased (Spekman 2010). Typically people
now tend to engage in the brand even after the purchase, sharing their experience with
millions of people (Edelman 2010). The social media channels provide businesses with
an opportunity to network and generate deals (Campbell 2010). In respect to marketing
and sales, the B2C companies seem to be ahead of the B2B companies, but considering
the characteristics of the sales in B2B markets, long sales cycles and strong personal
relationships, the social media tools should logically support the B2B markets to a greater
extent (Kho 2008). Social media is by its nature about connecting people, bringing value
and building relationships (Thomas & Barlow 2011). B2B relationships are in turn not
about companies but about people (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). Our research aims
at extending the knowledge currently available within the B2B environment but also to
discover and explain if there are key factors of certain importance for B2B companies.
We argue that research within this area is important and we hope to contribute to the
subject by providing more understanding of how companies should implement successful
social media programs.

1.1

Background

There seem to be no exact and agreed deﬁnition of the term social media although there
are a common understanding that social media is about the technology platforms, designed to make people share knowledge and generate content themselves via online devices
connected to the Internet (Kaplan & Haenlein 2010, Thomas & Barlow 2011). From the
literature and the postings in the online community, most people seem to agree that social
1
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media is here to stay, and is not considered a fad or a trend soon to be vanished. The
reason why according to Thomas is that social media connects to a fundamental institution, the social networking between humans; which has been part of the human culture
for over a million years. The rationale behind social media as a current phenomenon is
the technology advancements and investments that over the last decade has enabled the
expansion of social media (Thomas & Barlow 2011).
As late as 2008, the tremendous growth of social media as well as the business opportunities enabled by this channel, was noticed by the business, hence most companies both in
the B2C but also in the B2B industry started to put attention on how to use social media
to gain strategic advantage (Blanchard 2011). As a result of this, social media is said to
change the way companies do business which will force radical transformations and shifts
in methodology, procedure, culture and operational structure (Blanchard 2011). There
are several reasons and advantages for a company to engage in social media. If properly set up, user productivity is one general advantage that such programs can conduct
(Thomas & Barlow 2011, Blanchard 2011). Further, there are several functions that can
be enhanced by the use of social media such as sales, customer support, human resources,
public relations and business intelligence (Blanchard 2011). However, many of the successful social media integrations by companies seen so far did not happen by accident or
over a night. These successes can be accredited the result of long-term planning, strategies, team work and operational frameworks that put it all together (Blanchard 2011).

1.2

Problem discussion

As we discuss in section 2.1.2 the social media presence of B2B companies are higher than
for B2C companies, yet their daily usage is lower; why is that? Social media is in theory
well suited to match the B2B relations (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). We discuss this
in sections 2.1.2 and 2.2. We believe the situation itself where B2B companies do their
business is holding the information to this question. Related studies have often taken a
third party perspective, citing second hand information, e.g. (André & Jensen 2010). To
our disposal we have a global engineering group and a unique opportunity to study a B2B
company currently in the process of establishing a social media strategy. By studying
this process we hope to ﬁnd answers and insights that can explain the statistics when
B2B companies go from an initial idea and discovery to the implementation and daily
usage of social media initiatives.
We conduct a case study with the hypothesis that the discrepancies between B2C
and B2B can be explained through the study of a B2B company in the planning process
of implementing a social media strategy. In our initial discussions with the company
we learned that their primary goal with their social media proposal is to raise brand
awareness; a natural delimiter we use to limit the scope of our thesis. This lead us to a
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marketing brand approach to reach customers through social media as depicted in ﬁgure
2.3 rather than e.g. increased service levels as customer retention; online branding for
B2B ﬁrms are relatively uncharted (Virtsonis & Harridge-March 2009). Why does a
B2B company want to involve themselves in social media in the ﬁrst place? What will
they gain from it and how? How are their internal processes formulated for achieving
a social media presence? We initially take a snapshot on why the question of social
media emerged at the case study company by reviewing company documents and by
conducting an interview with key person in their social media engagement. Based on
these ﬁndings, our main objective is to investigate what the social media challenges for
B2B organizations are. This can be formulated in three research questions
• What are the factors that aﬀect B2B companies when implementing a social media
strategy?
• What are the implications for the B2B companies when addressing the factors?
• Is it possible to create a model, based on these factors, to be used when assessing
companies readiness to social media?

1.3

Scope

The scope is limited to what a B2B company can do to increase brand awareness through
social media channels. Due to time restraints of the thesis we will not be able to follow
the program from the initial stages to well established routines. We will also limit the
study to one company as mentioned. We will go in to depth in this company with ﬁrst
hand interviews, documentations and observations rather than have a study of many
companies in a shallow fashion relying on second hand information.

1.4

Outline of thesis

The thesis structure is as follows. The ﬁrst chapter introduces the reader to the problem by providing the necessary background information to understand our purpose and
research questions. In the second chapter the theory is discussed. We present background information on key aspects needed to fully understand the concepts of this thesis.
Those are marketing, branding, B2B and foremost social media. Chapter 3 is on the
methodology. Here we present our research design and strategy and discuss the overall
methodology used to ﬁnd the answer to our research questions. We also dig deeper in to
data collection techniques. The case and the company of study is presented in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 is on analysis and ﬁndings where we make an analysis of the data collected in
the case study from chapter 4 based on the research methodology presented in chapter
3; here we also present our results. Some details are presented in the appendix and it
is referred to when discussed. We conclude the thesis with chapter 6 where we present
implications and possible future work to follow up on the results.

Chapter 2
Theory
This chapter provides information about fundamental aspects of marketing and branding
in manufacturing ﬁrms in order to position social media and the social media strategies
in a relevant context. Thus, marketing and branding as concepts are introduced and the
characteristics of marketing in social media is described. The challenges related to B2B
companies, with respect to these topics, are highlighted and there is an overview of the
current trends for large manufacturing ﬁrms.

2.1

Marketing

Marketing is a set of activities and processes that are aiming at communicating and delivering products and services that oﬀers value for customers, partners and even the society
(Mohr, Sengupta & Slater 2010). Human needs are the most basic concept underlying
marketing. The needs of humans include basic physical needs such as food and clothing,
social needs for belonging as well as individual needs for self-expression and knowledge
(Armstrong & Kotler 2009).
Wants are the needs, shaped by culture and personality and can be described as
objects that will satisfy needs. Wants become demands when they are backed up by
buying power (Armstrong & Kotler 2009). People tend to demand products that give
most value and satisfaction given their wants and possible resources. Companies that
is successful in marketing put a lot of eﬀort in understanding customer’s needs, wants
and demands and therefore strive to be customer centered (Armstrong & Kotler 2009).
The fact is that market-based businesses with a strong market orientation are more
proﬁtable than less market focused companies (Best 2009). Marketing management is
the art and science of choosing target markets and build proﬁtable relationships with the
markets (Armstrong & Kotler 2009). The activities and the process of creating a plan for
marketing are divided in diﬀerent steps that enable ideas and systematic work to evolve to
a logically and well formulated plan (Best 2009). This process is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.1.
The ﬁrst step in the marketing plan is to analyze the current situation to discover the best
opportunities in the market. Since it is not possible to serve all kind of customers with
4
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Figure 2.1: Core building blocks of the marketing plan.

all kind of products and services, companies divide the market into groups of buyers with
similar characteristics, behavior and need in a market segmentation process (Armstrong
& Kotler 2009). In order to analyze and sum up the situational forces that aﬀect the
marketing planning, a SWOT-analysis reveals strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats (Best 2009).

Figure 2.2: Product, Price, Place and Promotion.
The next step in the marketing process is to use the results of the situational analysis
to establish a strategic market direction that will direct the development of a marketing
mix strategy (Best 2009). Marketing mix is explained as the ﬁrms possibilities to inﬂuence the demand of its products and could be grouped in the ”four P’s” of marketing:
Product, Price, Place and Promotion (Armstrong & Kotler 2009), see ﬁgure 2.2. The
”Four P’s” is a traditional and widely accepted view of marketing mix shared by many.
Also Kotler classify marketing activities as set of tools in these four broad categories and
the marketing management as the art of managing this market mix after the markets are
selected and the positioning is done (Kotler, Keller, Brady, Goodman & Hansen 2009).

6
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The last step in the process is to establish a performance plan containing budget
and performance metrics (Best 2009). The marketing budget will outline the necessary
controls used to monitor progress, measure return on investments to be able to take
corrective action (Armstrong & Kotler 2009). Online marketing is now the fastest growing
form of marketing (Armstrong & Kotler 2009).

2.1.1

Branding

A brand is a name that a product, a service or even a range of products and services
with the purpose to diﬀerentiate and provide consumers with a perceived unique and sustained value that match their needs best (Kotler et al. 2009). Brands are both tangible
and intangible and there are three primary functions for a brand, 1) help consumers to
decide 2) reassure that the customer has made the right choice 3) encourage customers to
identify with the brand (Wheeler 2009). Thus a brand facilitates purchase and reduces
the perceived risk and simpliﬁes buying, but brands moreover create valuable functions
for the company, such as legal protection, customer willingness to pay higher price, differentiation, attraction of employees and partners (Kotler et al. 2009). Branding is the
process used to strengthen customer loyalty but also to extend the awareness of the brand
and to seize every opportunity to communicate why a brand should be chosen over another (Wheeler 2009). A study 2005 showed that companies with a strong brand focus
has higher operational proﬁts than average, and by that all marketing activities should
support the brand (Kotler et al. 2009).

2.1.2

Social media marketing

From a marketing perspective there are a lot of challenges related to the use of social
media. Not at least the fact that many business leaders are still afraid of productivity
losses at work when enabling social media (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). Typically, one
fear is that the control of the discussion and conversation is given to external forces and
to the users that choose to engage in the topic (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). However,
the discussion about products, brands, companies and services will be there whether a
company chose to participate in the conversation or not. Social media in marketing can
be viewed as extending existing channels, digital or otherwise with digital channels in
the social media domain as can be seen in ﬁgure 2.3. Additional contact points outside
the typical contact points for a business organization (marketing, pr, sales, etc.) are
a necessity for a successful SM implementation. For instance, customer interactions
R&D personnel may strengthen the brand by increasing the company’s credibility and
support level (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). However, the organization have to be ﬂexible
and forgiving when personnel makes mistakes, since it is human nature that unwanted
messages will slip out (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). In the business to consumer business
social media has been successful with brands such as Coca-Cola and Nike with millions of
followers (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). However, a study (WhiteHorse 2010) showed that

2.2 Business to Business (B2B)
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Figure 2.3: Social media extend marketing channels.

86% of the B2B ﬁrms are present on social media, compared to 82% for B2C. Another
study showed that 81% of B2B companies maintain company accounts and proﬁles in
social media while only 67% of the B2C companies do (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011).
Despite the stronger presence of B2B companies the usage and the activity are much
lower. In B2B only 32% of the companies used social media on a daily basis compared
to 54% for B2C. 34% of the B2B companies is not even measuring their investments
and 60% of the companies has not dedicated staﬀ to work with social media. 10% of
B2B companies uses outside agencies while 28% of the B2C companies does. There is
also a big diﬀerence in interest from top executives when B2B and B2C companies are
compared. 36% of the executives in the B2B companies has low interest in social media
and 46% even considered it as irrelevant to their business (WhiteHorse 2010).

2.2

Business to Business (B2B)

B2B marketing diﬀers from B2C in signiﬁcant ways. In their book Gillin and Schwartzman argues that there is a big diﬀerence to sell to a business than to an end customer (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). B2B marketing is more focused on value, e.g.
price/performance than on the experience with the good or service. The decision when
buying is usually made by a group of people at diﬀerent levels in the company rather
than by a speciﬁc individual. This has implications on marketing strategies as a B2B
supplier has to aﬀect people with diﬀerent viewpoints of the supplier’s oﬀering and the
end user is often not the purchaser. B2B companies are also in closer relationships with
its customers than the B2C companies (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011).
B2B customers have longer buying cycles because more money, more people and larger
volumes are involved and at stake. Purchases of machines and other infrastructure ties

8
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businesses together for a longer time period where support and service is required for
extended time periods. Hence, stable suppliers with good support and service are valued
higher by B2B companies. Custom bids, special discounts, etc. tailored at the customers
are also common. These factors make B2B customers more committed than B2C customers. ”Business do business with those they trust” (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). One
of the challenges in B2B marketing is convincing that a product or service is diﬀerent to
those of the competition, especially since so many B2B markets are commodities with
little diﬀerentiation (Best 2009). Therefore, being able to truly understand customer
needs is the starting point in any successful B2B marketing campaign. Customers expect
more, have more choices and are less loyal to brands in the global competitive arena
(Best 2009).

2.3

Social media in large manufacturing ﬁrms

When considering the characteristics of the studied company it is relevant to investigate the ongoing trends with respect to social media for a special segment of the B2B
ﬁeld; namely large manufacturing ﬁrms. When searching relevant articles and other resources on the topic the ﬁndings can be separated in two categories of messages. In
most of the cases the tremendous opportunities and possibilities within social media are
highlighted, and the key business processes that can beneﬁt are presented. The other
category is explaining real world initiatives in social media, but those messages are rare
and rather basic. One of the latter examples is from an article published August 2010
in CIM Canadas Metalworking & Fabricating Technology Magazine (CIM 2010) where a
manufacturing ﬁrm, specialized in grinding, have stepped into the social media sphere.
They still consider the activities as work-in progress initiatives, however they use Twitter,
YouTube and Facebook to market their special machines, they also tweet about capacity.
The second category found in the articles are to a high extent just discussing, arguing and revealing the needs for the manufacturing ﬁrms to engage in social media and
they also put eﬀort on explaining the processes and functions that are most likely to be
enhanced. In order to attract talents and work more eﬃcient with recruitment the HR
function can beneﬁt from using social media channels (Loepp 2011, Zutshi 2010). Further,
functions such as customer relationship management (CRM) (Zutshi 2010), public relations (PR) (Hokunson 2009), education (Reed 2010), customer service (Hokunson 2009),
monitoring to collect competitive information and research new technologies (Reed 2010,
Depot 2010) but also the monitoring from a legal perspective is possible with social media
(Brophy 2010). The tone in the online space regarding the manufacturing industry and
social media is not much diﬀerent from the B2B. There is a sense of urgency and that the
manufacturing industry is behind, or at least late, in the adaption curve and that there
are great opportunities for the manufacturers that take this serious.

Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter outlines the research strategy and design as well as the selected methodologies used to collect data. The sources of evidence, and the data collection process
and processing are described with respect to how it addresses the research questions. We
explain the process of how we identiﬁed the research topic and how the research questions
were formed. Finally we argue for the reliability and validity of the study.

3.1

Qualitative research strategy

We believe it is important to understand the social settings and the context when studying a company and its processes. Thus, we argue that the study of Trelleborg and its
process of establishing a social media strategy are best done in the form of a qualitative
study. The characteristics of a qualitative study are the focus on content and details
rather than quantity and it tend to propose an inductive form (Bryman & Bell 2003).
Inductive research suggests that the theory is the outcome of the research, rather than
the input to be tested and veriﬁed by the study. The research then involves the tasks of
making general conclusions out of observations and collected data (Bryman & Bell 2003).
The inductive process of the qualitative research is a visualized in ﬁgure 3.1; as can be
seen in the ﬁgure it contains an iterative circle. In order to construct a model from our
ﬁndings the inductive form is feasible. Common methods for qualitative research are
participant observation, interviews, texts and documents, which are described in more
detail in section 3.3. Criticism of the qualitative research is the risk of subjectivity, the
unsystematic views on what is signiﬁcant and the relationship between the researcher
and the people studied (Bryman & Bell 2003).
The alternative to a qualitative study would have been a quantitative strategy. However, we believed that the quantitative strategy would not beneﬁt or enrich our study.
The quantitative research propose, for example, the deductive approach to theory and
research, emphasize collection of quantitative data and suggests a view on social reality
as a strictly objective reality rather than a reality as the constant shifts created by in9
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Figure 3.1: The main steps in qualitative research.

dividuals (Bryman & Bell 2003). We set out to study people and the company process
in order to understand them in their proper context to discover new ﬁndings. This is
totally contrary to the quantitative approach where the researchers constructs models
and test them deductively (Bryman & Bell 2003). This strategy moved us to the typical
quantitative methods such as observations and interviews (Bryman & Bell 2003), which
is explained in more detail in section 3.3. The given access to the company’s social media
program and our qualitative stance led us to the case study design, which is described in
the next section.

3.2

Case study

Case studies entail analysis of single cases, which could be an organization, a location or
a person. This research design tend to be associated, but not limited, with qualitative
approaches such as participant observation and interviews (Bryman & Bell 2003). Empirical studies are the study of real life events and objects (Wallén 1996) and the case study
as research method is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon
in its real life context (Yin 2009). The method is appropriate when evidence between the
context and the phenomenon is not apparent, whilst, other research techniques, such as
experiments, intentionally attempts to separate the two instead (Yin 2009). Case studies are also suitable when the research question is in the ”How” and ”Why” form and
contains contemporary events (Yin 2009). How a single case can be applied in a more
general context, i.e. the external validity, has been one central concern and criticism of
the case study as research method (Bryman & Bell 2003). Since real life situations and
circumstances can make it hard to diﬀerentiate context and phenomenon, data collection
and data analysis techniques becomes an important part of the case study. By that, the
case study inquiry must cope with more variables of interest than data points, which
leads to the need of multiple data sources that can converge in triangulation (Yin 2009).
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By corroborating many sources with a fact or phenomenon the validity and quality of
the study will improve, however the construct validity of triangulation should be considered (Yin 2009). When investigating in real life context there are a number of sources
of evidence that all have its strengths and weaknesses, such as documents, articles and
observations; as previously established, it is recommended to use as many complementary sources as possible to have better evidence (Yin 2009). Hence, we include relevant
sources we can use as complements to each other in order to conduct a good analysis of
our evidence. Strengths and weaknesses of the selected evidence sources are described in
the next section 3.3. This study relies on four diﬀerent types of data that are used as
evidence;
• Literature and articles within the ﬁeld of marketing and social media
• Internal documents
• Interviews
• Participant-observation

3.3
3.3.1

Data collection
Literature and internal documents

Literature was studied within the ﬁeld of marketing, social media and business to business. Main sources are printed books, articles, reports and online content such as blogs
and we were also trusted with admittance to internal documents. One issue using documents as evidence is the risk that the researcher, incorrectly, conﬁdes the reviewed
document to contain the absolute truth (Yin 2009). Online content such as blogs and
reports can be questioned as valid sources since they can rely on subjective judgments
based on individual or personal impressions and feelings rather than external facts. On
the other hand, so can books and all non peer reviewed articles. However, due to our
selected ﬁeld of study, we argue that online social networks sometimes provides the most
updated and valid information due to the ﬁeld being a relative new research area and the
speed to deliver the information in the social media channels compared to a full study
that is peer reviewed and published.
Internal documents were used to study and understand the current social media program and the ongoing process at Trelleborg. The material consists of summaries from
internal meetings and presentations. It is the main input to the background and description given in section 4.2, this also gave good insights and ideas on how a social media
program may be constructed and implemented. Conclusions from the workshop by the
external consultancy ﬁrm is also used to strengthen our analysis. It should be noted
that the consultancy ﬁrm’s conclusions were still in the draft stage when submitting this
thesis.
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Interviews

We conducted one main interview with the global brand and marketing director. The
questions were prepared prior to the interview, and they were constructed to follow the
marketing process according to Best’s building blocks of the marketing plan as illustrated
in ﬁgure 2.1. This interview was recorded for better recall and analysis. The interview
were analyzed in accordance to the research questions and the questions can be found
in appendix A. The interview was done during an hour and a half in a conversational
and open-ended style. Yin refers to this as a focused interview where it is important
to follow the line of inquiry and to ask questions in an unbiased manner and to appear naive (Yin 2009). We kept this in mind and followed it to the best of our abilities
during the interview. One of the researchers was responsible for the interview and the
other was listening carefully in order to prepare and follow up complementary questions.
The global brand and marketing director were also interviewed on more than one occasion. The purpose of those interviews was to get introduced to the program but also
to follow up on progress. The complementing interviews were done in a very short time
(20-30 minutes) in an unstructured way. Unstructured interviews have the character of
a conversation and there might be just one or very few questions and the interviewee responds freely and the interviewer only follow up things of interest (Bryman & Bell 2003).
These interviews were not rigorously prepared and notes were taken instead of recordings.
The researchers’ experience of research interviews should be considered when it comes
to bias and asking leading questions but also the respondents are subject to bias as well
as poor recall and poor articulation (Yin 2009). It should be noted that either of the
researchers are specialists or professionals within the ﬁeld of interviewing. The strengths
with interviews are the insightfulness and direct focus on the case study topic (Yin 2009).

3.3.3

Participant-observation

The participant-observation is a special type of observation where the researcher are not
only passively observing but instead possess variety of roles in the case study, for example as a staﬀ member in an organizational setting (Yin 2009). This technique gives the
researcher unusual opportunities to collect data as well as access to events and groups
that otherwise would be impossible to access. However, there are many challenges with
this approach much related to the biases produced. The researcher is much likely to
become a supporter of the group or organization and the participation part may require
too much attention, before selecting this approach the tradeoﬀs should be carefully considered (Yin 2009).
We have the opportunity to take part of the social media program at Trelleborg
during the limited time for our thesis. As participants of a 2-day workshop, we observe
the process of creating the social media strategy for Trelleborg from the inside, but also
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participate in discussions and idea generation. We argue that our participation in the
processes during a limited time implausible is aﬀecting the underlying causes and factors
of our research questions. By participating in the program, we are much more likely to
discover evidence that otherwise would be hard to ﬁnd via other sources. However, we
must approach the organizations program through the eyes of a researcher and bias must
be considered.

3.3.4

Data analysis strategy

One of the least developed and diﬃcult aspects of case studies is the analysis of the
collected data (Yin 2009). One problem is that computer assistance tools need data
presented in a readily converted textual form, which might be tough considering the diverse set of qualitative evidence sources that are attached to a contextual setting and a
complex reality (Yin 2009). It is considered a good approach to extract features from
text intelligently rather than presenting text to a computer (Berry & Linoﬀ 2004). The
recommendation is to have a structured approach and play with the data by putting data
in diﬀerent arrays, matrix of categories, tabulating frequency and use this to study the
output and determine meaningful patterns (Yin 2009). This approach is equivalent to the
process of open coding in grounded theory, which is the most used analysis framework
for qualitative data (Bryman & Bell 2003).
Data analysis is not conducted with the use of tools and computers. However, tools
cannot substitute a general strategy since the strategy will help to; treat the evidence
fairly, produce compelling conclusions and rule out alternatives (Yin 2009). We used
the theoretical proposition strategy, where the researcher by following the proposition
get help to focus on relevant data (Yin 2009). Theoretical propositions originating from
”how” and ”why” questions can be useful in guiding the analysis (Yin 2009). With this in
mind we focused our analysis on data relevant to the ﬁeld of social media marketing, the
selected organization and B2B business speciﬁc ﬁndings. The overall strategy model, see
ﬁgure 3.2, describe that the commonly used pattern matching technique (Yin 2009), is not
applied. Simply, there is no predeﬁned or predicted pattern to compare with the empirical
ﬁndings. Instead we utilized the explanation approach where the ﬁnal explanation (i.e.
pattern) is not fully described in the beginning of the study, rather the propositions are
revised when evidence are re-analyzed in an iterative approach (Yin 2009). This approach
could also be compared to the undirected data mining technique, where patterns are
discovered without the use of target ﬁelds and predeﬁned classes (Berry & Linoﬀ 2004).
We analyzed our ﬁndings by probing factors to cluster in useful and relevant categories.
By combining and moving around these key factors and their respective categories in
arrays and ﬂows, we could deﬁne and conclude how to construct the social media model.
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Figure 3.2: The research strategy for identifying key factors when implementing SM in
B2B environments.
In order to ﬁnd why B2B businesses use social media in lesser extent than B2C companies a B2B company, Trelleborg AB, is studied. The study consists of an exploratory
case study where we observe Trelleborgs initial attempts to deﬁne what social media will
contribute to the company. We include company documentation related to their social
media strategy and add an interview with the global brand and marketing director. The
outcome of the case study is combined with relevant literature about social media, marketing and strategy. Our ﬁndings are analyzed and common marketing challenges are
considered, such as the marketing mix model (Best 2009) and the four P’s (Armstrong &
Kotler 2009). As discussed in section 2.1, we propose a model for social media for B2B
companies. Based on our empirical study of Trelleborg we concentrate on identifying
issues and aspects to consider when implementing social media in B2B organizations.
These issues are grouped to key factors of concerns for social media strategies and are
used as building blocks in our model. The entire ﬂow is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.2 where
each stage is visualized by boxes and transitions with arrows.

3.5

Reliability and Validity

Reliability is referring to the selected methods for data analysis and their precision
(Denscombe 2004). One common way of testing the reliability is to consider the stability
factor. A measure is stable over time if measures show little variation when it is redone
over and over again (Bryman & Bell 2003). Validity, on the other hand deals with the accuracy in the collected data, the questions asked and the conclusions (Denscombe 2004).
Or put in another way, are the concept that the researcher claims to measure really
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measured? However, two other criteria are suggested as an alternative when assessing
qualitative research, trustworthiness and authenticity, where the latter have not been
inﬂuential (Bryman & Bell 2003). Trustworthiness contains four factors which have its
equivalent in the quantitative research; credibility, transferability, dependability and conﬁrmability.
Creditability is about conﬁrming that the investigators has fully understood the social
world studied (Bryman & Bell 2003). The observations during the workshop were followed up by an interview with the company global brand and marketing director the day
after the workshop. Notes from the researchers were compared with the draft workshop
summary and conclusion material provided by the external consultancy ﬁrm. Interviews
were conducted with a strong focus on the topic and based on the ﬁndings in the literature as well as the observations made. This, together with the interviewee position in the
company as the global brand and marketing director give creditability to the interviews.
Literature with respect to marketing contains some of the more well-known authors, although the social media references were harder to assess due to the relatively freshness of
the subject. Transferability entails the external validity and in which degree the study are
relevant for other contexts (Bryman & Bell 2003). Even though all companies and each
sample of people have unique settings the concepts surrounding marketing and brands
and the processes followed on the workshop are general knowledge we cannot state the
transferability as great. By striving to conclude course of events in the workshop in general terms and by trying to understand the underlying behavior and compared them with
the literature the transferability factor was considered.
By adopting an auditing approach to the research, by keeping as complete records
as possible of everything that can be assessed by peers, is a way to secure the reliability
factor, namely dependability (Bryman & Bell 2003). By keeping all redesigned versions of
the thesis and the proposals, having taped interview, notes from workshops, mails as well
as other related documents there is a possibility for auditing of all material. However, no
auditing will be done, and for the time being some of the material are company internal
and should not be shared. Conﬁrmability concerns the objectivity of the researcher,
although this is impossible to completely guarantee in most qualitative studies (Bryman
& Bell 2003). By being two researchers, both without any deep knowledge of the topic,
the objectivity are strengthen. There was a pragmatic view on where this inductive and
more exploratory study would lead and there were not any strong opinions and directions
on what to prove or ﬁnd.

Chapter 4
Case Study
This chapter starts oﬀ by introducing the case we are studying; Trelleborg and their
current status within social media. This chapter also presents the interview with the
global brand and marketing director as well as details of how the two days workshop was
organized.

4.1

B2B company: Trelleborg AB

The company of study is Trelleborg AB, a global engineering group, listed on the Large
Cap NASDAQ OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm since 1964 with an annual sale 2010
of approximately SEK 27 billion (EUR 2.5 billion). Trelleborg is specialized in creating
advanced polymer technology solutions for challenging industrial environments. In the
company’s main ﬁeld, which is termed industrial rubber and comprises products such as
hoses, seals and anti vibration components, the company is considered as number one
(based on sales, Rubber & Plastics News, July 2009). Due to the diversiﬁed market
presence of industrial rubber applications the company is active in such market segments
as light vehicles, oﬀshore industry, infrastructure constructions, air and space as well
as the general industry. The group has presence in more than 40 countries and has a
decentralized organization. Four business areas are divided in business units, the business
units are then divided in what is called product areas, see Figure 4.1. Responsibility and
authority are extensively delegated throughout the organization and the decentralized
structure is considered as a competitive advantage (TrelleborgAB 2011).

4.2

Case: Social media in Trelleborg

Trelleborg is the company we interact with and elicit information from in our case study.
The decentralized structure of the company’s business entities and the autonomy given
to the entities are fairly large. Trelleborg as a company is described in section 4.1. On a
general level this implies that there are a few group wide processes, and from a market16
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Figure 4.1: Structure of case study company.
ing perspective most marketing activities are done locally without central coordination.
Even if the Trelleborg brand is more than a hundred years old, it is not until recent years
all entities were branded with the company name. Currently, the group has, as many
other B2B companies, engaged itself in various social media networks such as LinkedIn,
Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Due to the decentralized nature of the group this has
not been conducted within a company shared corporate strategy, rather the presence has
been stand alone activities on diﬀerent business areas and also at the corporate level. The
activities have been of experimental nature; however a social media policy was accepted
in December 2009. Nevertheless, this implies that no strategy or tactics have been speciﬁed and there have not been any special social media objectives, nor Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) deﬁned to track progress or measure eﬀects. The outcome of those stand
alone activities has been encouraging to some extent, e.g. web site visits show positive
trends. As a result the group’s brand and marketing director is now responsible for a
program with the objective to establish a strategy for the digital channels available by
the social networks. Social Media is seen as an opportunity for Trelleborg to listen to
and speak with key stakeholders, in order to manage reputation and relationships that
can beneﬁt the business and increase awareness of the Trelleborg brand.
An external consultancy ﬁrm specialized in B2B marketing and social media has been
brought in to guide and assist Trelleborg. The external consultancy ﬁrm is based in
United Kingdom and has a long experience of B2B marketing and has been providing
services and advices since it was founded in 1973. The ﬁrst phases of the program have
resulted in establishing a working team with people across the group. From a tactical
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view point it is identiﬁed and agreed upon to approach vertical segments from a common
and central perspective, in what is referred to as the outside-in perspective, or industry
segment perspective. Initially it is decided to focus on the Agricultural and Marine
industry segments. It should be noted that the company structure is not organized by
industry segments, but by business area, e.g. hoses, so these kind of cross business area
events are very rare. When the research for the thesis started the program was entering
a new phase. The purpose and goal with this phase of the program (as deﬁned in March
2011) was to further deﬁne the strategy and tactics, the plan and how to measure progress
accordingly. This phase is divided in to ﬁve major steps;
I. Feasibility assessment and opportunity validation.
II. Organizational set-up/team structure.
III. Deﬁne speciﬁc target audiences - needs, interests, wants?
IV. How can Trelleborg contribute - through leadership, products/solutions etc?
V. How do Trelleborg set-up, launch and manage presence and activities?
The major activity during this phase is a two day workshop, where mainly marketing people within the Agriculture industry participated. In section 4.4 the workshop is
described in more detail. This event served the purpose of validating program opportunities, to explore synergies between business areas and it serves as a basis for extending
the social media team outside of the marketers. The interview with the global brand and
marketing director gave valuable insights to our formulation of the key concepts in social
media engagement. It is described next.

4.3

Interview

To understand Trelleborg’s (TB) thoughts on social media (SM) we interviewed the main
responsible person for implementing social media in the organization on a group level,
the brand and marketing director Stefan Svärdenborn. The entire interview took about
an hour and a half. This interview was conducted a couple of days before the workshop
described in section 4.4. It was divided in four sections. The ﬁrst one is an introduction
of Stefan Svärdenborn, his role, and the history of social media in the company. The
second is the current situation of the pending social media implementation, followed by
the strategy for the implementation and the fourth and last about performance. The
interview questions are displayed in Appendix A. All following subsections, i.e. sections
4.3.1 through 4.3.4 are the result of the interview in a re-worked form. The language
in these sections is reproduced as accurate as possible, thus giving the text a colloquial
touch. When re-working the interview from the audio recordings of the interview to a
printed format we have however 1) translated the interview from Swedish to English,
with as accurate interpretation of the message/content as possible in mind rather than
word-for-word translation 2) Removed the questions and non relevant information and
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seamed the answers together to one ﬂowing text. Hence, we call it re-worked. The text
should be considered direct responses from Svärdenborn on the interview questions and
the answers are in a daily spoken relaxed language style; hence the non-academic language
in the interview.

4.3.1

Social media and marketing in Trelleborg

Svärdenborn’s new role as global brand and marketing director on corporate communications is established to more actively support the business areas (BA) to drive the
brand. The BA usually does the marketing. The Trelleborg decentralized structure is
discussed in 4.1. Trelleborg has been pioneers on corporate levels in digital channels
(DC) but not on business levels, except for the BA Sealing Solutions (TSS), where they
had been active for 13-14 months at the time of the interview in April 2011. There are
more opportunities within digital channels than the company explores Svärdenborn acknowledges. When probing within corporate communications there were indications that
something could be gained by looking at KPI’s they reach journalists more eﬃciently,
hence they get a higher PR exposure, both in corporate PR, as well as in marketing PR
in the company’s business areas. It is a strong KPI indicator that it is right decision
to do social media. Another is that the traﬃc to the web page increased 18-19% last
year compared with previous year, i.e. additional 400’000 visitors. There are of course
diﬀerent factors involved; Trelleborg have been more active in search optimizations, involved in social media, and the market itself is heading that way. That makes it viable to
further pursue the exploration of digital channels, ”and the overall beneﬁts of social media are not disputable” according to Stefan Svärdenborn. However they have not made
a deeper analysis if it is their engagements in digital channels that improve the KPIs
or if it is wholly or partly because the market has traversed in general towards digital
channels. Svärdenborn acknowledges that they have to do a deeper analysis to know the
chain behind the increased exposure. They need to get better in cause and eﬀect analyses in general; they are not particular data intense in their marketing and communication.
On the topic of what the overall goals of the social media strategy is, Svärdenborn says
it ultimately is that the company has an unused opportunity to work more actively with
marketing and communication to support their business. Trelleborg is a company that
does not work actively with marketing and communication in comparison to the business
they have. It could reach stakeholders with a message of the value the company can add
to their business. In turn that could increase TB’s business. That means Trelleborg has to
be more active in the entire chain, from building awareness and knowledge in prospective
customers to make them understand TB has a relevance and edge in their oﬀerings that
the potential customers may not ﬁnd in TBs competitors. Even further down, it is about
taking new customer contacts, new leads, converting the leads to customers and also to
use SM to cement relations with existing customers. This by connecting them through
Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, and thus have a more frequent communication. Looking at
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how Trelleborg can inﬂuence; either they do it direct or through second or third parties.
In the case of PR, is an important channel for TB, it is about ensuring that the journalists
pick up on TBs stories and messages in order to expose the messages in the journalists’
digital channels or printed publications. All of this in order to reach the user or inﬂuence
the people that can aﬀect buying decisions in the organizations. To sum it up in the end
Stefan Svärdenborn takes the commercial viewpoint, however social media brings the
possibilities to communicate with all stakeholders, from customers, employees, potential
employees, suppliers, business partners, etc.

4.3.2

Current situation

What is the support from top management? Depends on the level, if you go up to the
CEO he communicates that he realizes the necessity of social media due to the initial
successes TSS have had as well as the ongoing generational shift of developers and buyers
within customer organizations. The CEO believes the company has to be more actively
engaging digital channels; however he does not know how and to what extent. He supports it at the general level, but the implementation is up to Svärdenborns expert team in
corporate communications and the diﬀerent BA’s to deﬁne. Corporate communications
(CC) from the head to Svärdenborn and to his team believes fully in this. CC sees more
opportunities in the long run than they can catch in the short run, but they have to
convince the organization. Stefan Svärdenborn have noticed that in leadership conferences and in workshops with leadership organizations within the company it is starting
to appear a clear understanding that SM and DC is something they need to catch/grasp
but they do not exactly know how to do it.
Generic data with best practice cases are the foundation for the insight on the need for
digital channels. On top of the 400’000 additional visitors on the corporate webpage; the
published movies have been seen 100’000 times and they have had 12’000 downloads of
their 3 TSS apps. They have no data yet on the corporate apps as they are to new. Out
of the 2’500’000 visitors 60% are looking for product solutions. 55% says they are either
customer or prospective customer. Almost 20% is visitors from TBs emerging markets,
they do not know of TB today. The visits from the emerging markets are a result of
prospective customers scouting for potential suppliers when they hear about TB. They
then search for more information. On top of that, TSS has hard facts how much they sell
through their sites, and downloaded CAD designs, pdf documents, etc. So a combination
of best practice case with TSS and general data collected has proven the opportunities
for digital channels possible.
The diﬀerences and similarities of social media and traditional marketing is a huge
topic according to Stefan Svärdenborn. If we look at social media that consists of sharing
platforms as Youtube, Flicker, Scribd, Slideshare, etc. where you upload material and
let other use it. If you compare that part of SM it is like any digital marketing where
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you can create it extremely cost eﬀective. It does not cost much to reach millions upon
millions of people. If you can reach your target audience you can be to some extent be
commercial in you publishing material. However it is probably not that material that will
reap the largest successes. When you look at DC that is pertaining to social networks, i.e.
Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, etc. you tend to be involved in networks where people have
joined from a personal interest. There is a limit on how commercial you can be. People
choose what they engage in and listen to so it is diﬃcult to push commercial messages
to social media. It is more about mining what could be of interest to them and show
you have thoughts, information and to some problems solutions that can help out within
the particular area, i.e. a less commercial approach. Plus the huge negative side in the
form of when TB starts to communicate in SM they have to wait for the community to
react on it. The control where the dialog will end up and the discussions on the products
and the brand are a lot less. When you have planted something in the community it is
open to everyone therein to react. You cannot control if someone with a bad experience
of TB starts to bad mouth the company. Trelleborg have not discussed such issues to
any length, they have however discussed how much they want to be in control; particularly on being restrictive in publishing what TB sees as their intellectual property and
intellectual edge. It includes to what extent TB’s solution capabilities should be shared;
and who will be responsible. TB have to ﬁnd a way to publish enough to keep them
attractive and tempt people to do business with them (to address the commercial side)
without presenting a solution prospective customers can go to a rival to make for them.
You actually end up in the same situation no matter the channel. The sales pitch will
always be needed to ﬁnalize the deal no matter in which channel the process were started.
Social media brings the opportunity to have a dialog with the customers. You can
publish; take it back and reﬁning the ideas. In that you can also capture discussions
regarding your products and brand that is not initiated by TB themselves. There is also
an opportunity (if TB is good enough) to monitor similar communities where people post
relevant problems to TB and their customers. It is possible to help people if TB has
the knowledge and in turn hook them in to the companys solutions and capabilities. It
is also possible to act on questions their competition tries to drive; and to show why
TB is bigger, better, a thought leader, etc. But that dialog is not being used enough
yet. Regarding the organization, the ones engaging in the social media space should in
ﬁrst hand be the experts at the respective areas, not the marketers even though they
might supply the entry angle or start some discussions. In the end TB want to have their
experts speaking in key forums in order to ﬂag to stakeholders in general and customers
in particular that they really know their product areas. That they have products and
solutions and the expertise no one else have. That is why they want to front their experts to show they are thought leaders. Regarding openness and ﬁltration of information
before publishing by the experts, it depends on the approach to communication. One
approach is to put basic guidelines how the people engaging in SM should act and what
information to give out. After that, let them free and see what happens. TB will be a bit
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more restrictive than that in the initial stages. If the company is going to start up new
activities like the agricultural industry social media as will be the focus on the workshop,
everyone who are going to make posts, blogs, and so forth will be trained in SM policies,
SM etiquettes, checked if they follow the code of conduct; what is ok to say and not to say.
No organizational changes will be made due to the SM engagement, not initially at
least. TB will continue to use cross-organizational groups as constructed before the interview and workshop with the experiment of the group wide SM. Needs, wants and
demands, how do they relate to those classical pillars regarding to SM? It is diﬀerent
from stakeholder to stakeholder. When it comes to customers, Trelleborg will need to
drill deep during the workshop to ﬁnd out customer needs, wants and how TB can fulﬁll
them. On a more general level, as a journalist you want to relay relevant and interesting
information so regarding that, group everything that can be of value for the journalist
or their readers. TB wants to make a breakthrough in SM to tie the journalists closer;
they want to make the journalist want to be closer to TB. Trelleborg wish to build a
relationship with the journalists and have a continuous dialogue. The journalists will
then beneﬁt from it and have more material to write about. For potential employees;
they should react with ”I believe in TB, they have important and exciting products; I
can develop as a person and as a worker at TB”. Hence, it is a very speciﬁc engagement
depending on the group/stakeholders.
Stefan Svärdenborn on the SWOT perspectives. Strengths in DC in general but
SM speciﬁcally are the possibilities to combine a huge reach with a real depth in the
communication. You can let the user decide if and how deeply he/she should be in the
dialogue and to search further information. It is a gigantic strength. In that is also the
cost. Compared to other marketing and sales activities, SM is substantially lower than
others if it is handled properly. In the end it is more measurable than other forms of
marketing and communication activities. It is possible to track what the results lead
up to. The strength is also the possibility to keep a dialogue with the users on a more
open and spontaneous way than if you are talking on the phone, writing mail or talking
with a person face to face. Here you can have a more dynamic and honest dialogue than
in the other forums. Weaknesses could be the lack of control. When you have planted
something, the community decides the direction the question heads towards. If TB set
the ball in the wrong direction and it accelerates in the same wrong direction, TB loses
their control. The possibility to control is a lot less than in other types of communication.
The threat, except the negative aspects that are the weakness of lacking control with TB
not owning where the ball will end up is out of a competitive standpoint. If TB is not the
leader/driver in the area, i.e. competitors run past TB, and digital channels importance
drastically increases, what will happen then? A new generation that is totally digitized
and always online might not want personal contacts. It could be a huge threat to TB’s
business and success if TB falls behind the competition. The aﬀects might not be seen the
coming few years but imagine the newly graduates, the web generation, that are totally
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online and digitalized, in 5-7-10 years when they are in positions of making decisions
and are not in contact with Trelleborg as TB consists of people knocking on the door to
make a visit for a cup of coﬀee and have the sale portfolio with them. Alternative B is
to supply all information and solutions they need digitally, when they want it how they
want it, a click on the button. People are starting to get it even if they do not believe
in it. Many of the Managers that are 50-55+ are not themselves involved in SM; they
don’t walk around with their iPhone playing with it all the time. But they are starting
to realize and to feel that the customers are getting younger and if they are not met it
could be a bad thing.

4.3.3

Strategy for social media implementation

What Trelleborg has agreed upon internally and aligned with higher management level is
that TB will be using SM more actively than they have done previously, they will expand
SM beyond the group only level and the one business area implementation to involve
other business areas across the group tied together with corporate communications at a
group level. Trelleborg can either start up SM in each of the 35-40 product areas and use
an inside out perspective or they can address 12-13 diﬀerent interest areas/industries collectively where agricultural is one of them. Agricultural is important since TB is selling
from 4-5-6 diﬀerent product areas to agricultural as an industry. Thus they have products
and solutions that are attractive to a wider target group, they also have a competence
and a communication contribution to give to agriculture from TB’s diﬀerent expertise
areas. It is more sensible to start with a test activity where they will join forces across
the group. They combine the expertise found internally into one communication channel.
This has been agreed upon before the workshop. It is the right thing to do since there is
a large communication and business potential to catch in that industry. It will be more
eﬃcient to do it from an outside-in perspective.
The collective agriculture oﬀering from TB with their expertise and the industry SM
could be seen as one big communication channel or pipe, all ﬁt in the big pipe on how
TB meets the world as Stefan Svärdenborn sees it. However not all sales and marketing
will be in this pipe from the beginning, not for several years to come. But today we are
focusing on SM in DC in terms of networks, blogs, etc. where TB can face/meet the
industry with interesting knowledge, facts and information. That is how TB has deﬁned
it so far. It is more of strengthening the brand and pitch sales than giving support; one
example can be to touch how solutions can contribute to sustainable agriculture. How
can TB help the industry in these aspects with the components they sell? The negative
eﬀects the machines the farmers use on the soil and crops could be less. One contribution
is that TB supplies them with tires that use less fuel/energy. TB has low friction solutions in the form of seals, hoses and so on. In that respect TB cares and have thought
leadership and innovation capabilities. If looking at Trelleborg’s perspective what can
the company contribute to these target groups in terms of interesting knowledge and
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interesting communication, and solutions? Currently they do not know that. Trelleborg
only know that we have a number of product areas that target agriculture. They can see
that there MUST be a link between the areas explained earlier. But they do not know
the details and must have those links clear. When that is done TB can discuss speciﬁc
target audiences, the messages, and how to set up the communication channels. How
often does TB have to communicate? What shall it contain? How do they measure how
well the messages are received? How does TB connect SM to the deal when they are
building knowledge? Svärdenborn states there are many questions to deal with.
There are two major diﬀerences between the SM and other marketing processes. The
ﬁrst one is that TB do not do these kinds of group wide initiatives, it is a lot easier when
one business is doing something because they know exactly to what customer group they
are speaking to, exactly what they want to say, exactly what they need. Even if it is
not the absolute truth they still have a strong belief of that they do. This will be one of
several pioneering group-wide initiatives. It has actually not anything to do with social
media. Secondly, compared to many other marketing and communication initiatives, it
has to be discussed and evaluated how to attack this SM initiative to work for both TB
and for the target audience. Trelleborg will have to put more time on this than other
communication activities, like sponsorship, a larger fair, etc. as TB knows to little about
it, it is like a proving ground. TB will set up a new channel with SM; if it is successful
it will live forever. It will require a continuing contribution. The cost of setting up a
SM channel in relation to what resources you have to put in continuously, that ratio is
completely diﬀerent than with other marketing. If you do for instance a TV commercial
you put lot of eﬀort in developing the communication, afterwards you plant it and see
what happens. Personal brand and credibility is important of the experts when engaging
SM as the person will be a spokesperson for TB. It aﬀects the brand to a high degree. If
the person takes a wrong step it will hit you harder. Also if a person is leaving TB, some
of the credibility may follow him out the door.
As mentioned earlier you cannot have a too commercial approach states Svärdenborn.
It is not possible to have the attitude Trelleborg is the best, that’s why you should listen
to us, at least in those SM activities they are aiming for. Instead, try to ﬁnd out what the
overall questions are out there in the agricultural industry. What are ”they” interested in
and what do ”they” have questions about? Look at the larger issues of environment, eﬃciency or other challenges. How can TB contribute to those larger concerns to appear as
experts and contributors and in turn become more attractive in the end for the customers
when they are going to buy these solutions? TB is doing business with businesses doing
business with other businesses. TB can build solutions that the end customer requests
by listening and in turn increase their proposition value to their B2B customers. TB has
used SM previously but only to send out messages; it thus has been a communications
channel for TB. They have not used it for dialogues where they can learn what their
customers, stakeholders want and think through receiving feedback on what they want to
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read about. They will now do this. This initiative will also help build TBs SM presence
in a broader perspective. It will be about dialogue. TB will set up expert groups about
various questions in agriculture. They will invite to a dialogue about these questions and
will be continuously driving in those questions. In doing this they hope they will catch
what is really relevant on the depth for these target groups. TB can use this information
in their other sales and marketing communication.
TB has been discussing their own site for agricultural SM as well as interfaces on how
it should link to TB and so forth. This is still very much unclear, although, this must have
a communication space. You want to bring people in to the communication room/space
says Svärdenborn. You should set up a neutral space where you can invite and present
information in relevant questions. TB has not listened on the existing channels in the way
one should do to use SM in the proper way Svärdenborn continues. Trelleborg has not
searched for nor listened to the channels yet, instead, since they know so little about the
target groups in agricultural as a whole and what they want and have questions about,
TB will start to speak to the developers and people dealing with commercial questions
internally. Also, mind what questions emerge when a TB representative is out talking to
the customers. E.g. when selling tires to speciﬁc target groups, if you do not look at the
product’s performance in the ﬁrst place but ask oneself what larger issues an owner to
a larger farm have, and make that overlap with what contribution TB wants to give in
the social media space. Sustainable agriculture will deﬁnitely come up when CC speak
to Wheel Systems, because it is super important both through an environmental and an
economical perspective to create sustainable agriculture. Of course, it will be an important question if you are a farmer with a lot of land and want to manage it for generations
to come. Not a least when thinking of how the environmental discussions are going on
today on a broader perspective.
TB will mine the employees of questions of interest for customers on the workshop
say Svärdenborn. This plus a number of other issues will be the basis for scanning the
forums. One could even ﬁnd questions with customers that are not discussed yet on SM;
that would be a huge opportunity. If you have that edge you can enter other forums
and say to the members, do you know that there is a forum over here with this/these
important questions discussed. It should contain experts from both TB and other places;
it does not have to end up with only TB communicating on this forum. TB will at some
stage invite experts and spokespersons to the forum to add a wider base of contribution
and have a wider dialogue. Due to it being TB driving, TB will receive positive eﬀects
even though competition might be present at the forum as well.
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4.3.4

Performance, measurements and KPI’s

Facebook and Twitter are the most important SM engagements for Trelleborg today.
TB’s measurements are
1. How many active users does TB have as followers? To be considered active you
have to have logged in on your page the last 30 days. Not particular high demands
TB acknowledges.
2. To what extent they are active through using Like on diﬀerent messages?
3. How many re-tweet posts?
4. Composition. Who is it? It is however not being done yet.
There is much to do in this area Svärdenborn states. But it is important to remember
that it is not how many they are but ”what can we make them do?” due to the communication TB is sending out through SM. In the end it is knowledge, attitude and behavior.
As with all other communication and sales it is to make them know something, get them
to change their attitude about something and to make them change their behavior about
something. TB wants to send out some information to those people in order to change
their attitude on an issue or TB as a company. That in turn makes their behavior change.
Either they will give positive word of mouth for TB or that TB will end up on their speciﬁcations if it is a customer, if they have not done it previously. However a lot more KPI’s
are needed to measure this initiative. Metrics will be discussed on the workshop and TB
will receive them from the consultants involved in the workshop with their perspective
in mind as they are experts on this says Svärdenborn. They will say what KPI’s they
think TB need. How many will you reach? How committed are they? What makes the
information or contact space the followers make diﬀerently? These are open questions on
how to measure.
It could also turn out more speciﬁc KPI’s or new angles on the previous ones when you
engage each business area. For instance how well can TB engage in how well agricultural
machines reduce the eﬀect on the soil? Thus, help with sustainable farming. One KPI for
wheels could in that case be that each year there is a congress about farming machines
where TB exhibits their tires. They have always 2-3 questions they invite speakers to
lecture about. If TB could get their agenda up as one of those questions, and have the
opportunity to contribute as a result of TB being the thought leader in agriculture SM.
That is a KPI, a real proof of success. Such a speciﬁc KPI cannot be a part of the
consultants map from the beginning.

4.4

Workshop

We participated in a two day workshop as observers and participants, the workshop was
managed by an external consultancy ﬁrm as explained in the introduction of the case in
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section 4.2. Prior to the workshop, we participated in a phone conference with the Trelleborg global brand and marketing director and client manager for the consultancy ﬁrm.
The purpose was to introduce the study as well as discuss the workshop and diﬀerent
interesting aspects of social media that could be relevant for the research. There were
nine Trelleborg associates participating in the workshop, all with marketing and sales
responsibility for products and solutions in the agricultural industry segment. All business areas were represented and there were six men and three women. Geographically
they represented France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States
of America and the product segments comprised hoses (milk & wine), hoses (vehicles),
industrial anti-vibration systems, seals, and ﬁnally wheels. Four people from the consultancy ﬁrm were participating in the workshop. The main objectives of the workshop
were to;
• Create a valuable customer dialog to diﬀerentiate Trelleborg across the agricultural
market
• Deﬁne the scope and structure
• Establish a plan of actions
• Map out the next step
The process during the two days contained six major steps relevant to our study.
What we left out and considered not relevant was introduction, review sessions, the team
charter and a summary session. The sessions are
I. Who are the key target audiences?
II. What makes them feel the way they do?
III. What are their needs?
IV. What are the major categories of need and how to help?
V. Who will provide the answer needed?
VI. What structure and process should we employ?
All major steps included small team exercises and at the end each team presented
their conclusions and ﬁndings to the rest of the teams. Each team was divided according
to their organizational setting, i.e. hoses, wheels, anti-vibration, seals, and hoses. Flip
charts where used to assist the teams in visualizing their conclusions from their discussions. The team members attached post-it notes on the ﬂip charts. For example the
target audience for each product group was weighted according to importance, higher
relevance groups where posted closer to the center, as illustrated in ﬁgure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Target audience ﬂip chart postings.

When the needs were in focus big ﬂip chart sized papers were attached to a wall in
order to display an overview of all the needs based on the group discussions. The needs
was then clustered and categorized, which gave a good summary, as illustrated in ﬁgure
4.3. By using small teams to present their conclusions, everyone was allowed and given
the chance to speak and come up with ideas, which was a general stance during the
workshop even though the more experienced persons tended to be more in focus. One
thing noticed was the lack of focus on social media as such. There was, for example, not
an attempt to deﬁne and align peoples’ view on social media from the start. If we consider
social media as one among many marketing channels this might not have any impact on
the workshop, but nevertheless it might be worth to mention it since it might make a
diﬀerence. Consider the diﬀerences in social media as a marketing channel among other
and the wider scope where social media is a fully deployed and integrated communication
system amplifying every function within the organization by leveraging the power of
human networks (Blanchard 2011). In this case social media will be a complement to all
forms of tactical communication from the company.

Figure 4.3: The categorized needs.
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Workshop follow up discussion

One day after the workshop there was a discussion with the global brand and marketing
director where diﬀerent ﬁndings and explanations was discussed. There were no detailed
interview questionnaires but the main topics were the circling around the workshop and
what the general ﬁndings indicated and how it should be interpreted. There was a lack
of discussions on higher strategic level and the overall conversation tended to focus on
speciﬁc products and business units needs. One observation this early was that areas
such as general polymer knowledge and education seem to be possible areas for social
media engagement. The ﬁndings from the workshop are presented in chapter 5.

Chapter 5
Analysis and Findings
This chapter starts oﬀ by introducing our major ﬁndings. This chapter also presents how
we constructed the social media model and how the relevant key factors was deﬁned and
encapsulated by relevant questions.

5.1

Findings

The interview and the observations made during the workshop resulted in a number of
relevant ﬁndings that we observed when a large manufacturing group engage social media.
• Thought leadership Is the ﬁrst and most fundamental ﬁnding. Being the thought
leader can be viewed as enhancing the strengths, particularly Place and Promotion
in targeting customers as described with the four P’s, see section 2.1. You should
always strive towards establishing or increasing thought leadership. That is, what
do we know that will give us an edge compared to the other participants and
contributors in the community? Equally important is how willing we are to share
our knowledge and how we plan to communicate it. If no one understands the
message, ﬁnd it tedious, or already addressed, you have nothing to contribute with.
Chase express it as ”Tell me something I don’t already know” (Chase 2008). You
should also be open for feedback on your thoughts and discuss your thoughts actively
with your community members, peers, and so forth (Leavitt 2010). Basically talk
to anyone interested, not only your primary stakeholders. Getting recognized by
winning awards as a result of the thought leadership position in relevant forums
is a clear KPI as discussed in the interview. Clark takes it one step further by
recommending getting published with your own book or in journals to increase
awareness and recognition (Clark 2010).
• Desired outcome Is pertaining to the message and desired goals of the social
media presence. During the interview the necessity of the target groups and digital
channels was iterated repeatedly, and to some extent the message. That led us to
30
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our second key ﬁnding. This is closely related to the Marketing Strategy, e.g. the
question of ”where do we want to go?” and with the Performance Plan, e.g. ”where
will this take us?” as described in the core building blocks of marketing, see section
2.1, particularly ﬁgure 2.1. Social media is after all only the marketing means of
getting to the goal (Murdough 2009, Smith, Wollan & Zhou 2011). In essence,
what we discovered in the interview is that the company is seeking increased brand
awareness in their initial group wide social media initiative, see sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.2 about branding and social media marketing. To know if you are successful
you need to know what you want to accomplish, then you need to measure if you
accomplished it; it is a critical component for success (Murdough 2009).
• Organization readiness Is exactly what it sounds like; how well is the organization adapted to work with social media? Some interesting points came up during
the interview about how to organize the social media presence and how ready it
is for entering social media from a marketing stand point. Does the organization
have social media guidelines? What is the underlying culture in the company?
Is it forgiving when an employee makes a mistake? Gillin address these issues in
(Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). We include them in a ﬁnding we call organization
readiness. We also add the notion of liberties for the employees and how willingly
they interact in the social media space. Another important to measure organizational readiness is the support from management (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011),
and the strength of the evangelist pushing for social media within the company
(Smith et al. 2011). What the organization do with the feedback received is also of
importance (Evans 2008).
• Social Media activity target The customer needs was categorized into nine
groups during the workshop. Among the nine groups there were only two categories
that were suggested as possible to continue working with by the workshop participants. The categories decided upon were support and education. The workshop
attendees felt social media could best be utilized in those areas to inﬂuence people.
Other important categories identiﬁed, such as legislations, pricing and supply chain
was abandoned. It seems to be important to know and understand the functions
that are well suited to be improved through social media. The top ﬁve business
functions that can be enhanced by social media are Sales, Customer Support, PR,
Business Intelligence and Human Resources (Blanchard 2011).
• Market segment consistency (market demographics) The Agricultural industry segment was selected for the workshop. When it came to the target audiences
and their needs it was diﬃcult to ﬁnd common and linked needs that could be aggregated to the overall agricultural market segment. OEMs was the group with
most signiﬁcance but there were diﬀerent targets with diﬀerent needs within the
OEMs as well, such as design engineers and purchasers. Thus we argue that it
is important to make sure the selected market segment really share similar needs.
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Kotler argues that it is the task of a marketer to identify the correct segments,
rather than to create them (Kotler et al. 2009). It is also important to be selective when discovering the segments since there are challenges. One example from
the workshop exempliﬁes the demographic trap as a common market segmenting
problem; given six diﬀerent variables (number of employees, annual sales, turnover,
etc.) three deﬁned categories would give more than 700 segments (3 categories per
variable raised 6 times is 729) (Best 2009). It is therefore a factor to concider in
the four P’s Place.
• Customer brand awareness There was a discussion about the awareness of the
brand in the workshop. One problem recognized was the lack of awareness of the
products and the brand, especially in the U.S. It is important for marketers to
understand the psychological process when people buy goods or services. The ﬁrst
step in this process is about problem recognition and triggered needs, and in the
second a search for solutions is conducted. In the search phase, brand awareness
is a very important aspect since studies have shown that people search narrow,
thus, to even consider the product there must be an awareness (Kotler et al. 2009).
The positioning itself, as a result of the mix of the four P’s as discussed in section
2.1 is therefore very important. Even though the value of the brand in industrial
manufacturing markets are considered as less important than price and service
(Kotler et al. 2009), we argue that brand awareness is a highly relevant for social
media, especially combined with who the target audiences are.
• End user brand awareness Since the company is in the B2B market one problem
is the awareness of the brand among the end users. It was considered a problem
when high technological and quality products was referred to ”just a hose”, as
someone put it in the workshop. In other cases branding is not possible; seals
for example could be mounted inside diﬀerent hydraulic systems and are not even
possible to see for end users. In some cases, the brand is not allowed to be visible
due to the requirements from OEMs. The OEMs brand should be printed on the
products instead, thus the end user has no possibility to be aware of the brand.
Hence Price and Product are the important factors in the four P’s model, see section
2.1. In the case of the wheels market there is brand awareness by the end users
and the wheels produced by the company are considered as a top brand. Here we
see that the Product is of importance in the four P’s. A question raised during the
workshop was if there really was an opportunity to talk to the farmers about seals
and hoses. Thus, we argue that this ﬁnding is important to consider.
• Product mix consistency We discovered in the workshop that there was a wide
spread of products and application areas belonging to Agricultural; from wheels to
hoses and seals as well as anti-vibration systems. The product mix consistency is a
measure of how closely related the products are to each other (Kotler et al. 2009).
Each product can be placed in a product line, the width of the product lines (i.e.
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how many), the length of each product line (i.e. how many items in each line),
the depth (i.e. how many variants in total for the product mix) (Kotler et al.
2009). What was obvious during the workshop was that the mix of products made
it diﬃcult to identify one common customer or other important decision makers
with similar needs. There was a spread consisting of farmers, design engineers,
purchasers, food process experts and wine masters. It was therefore diﬃcult to ﬁnd
a common target customer group or groups. Hence it is diﬃcult to position the
proposition(s) with regards to the four P’s.
• Organizational willingness to adapt When the workshop reached session V
in the session order, see section 4.4, production of content were discussed. When
discussing who should produce the content, concerns were raised. Even though
everyone seem to agree that the experts in diﬀerent areas was important spokespersons in the social media channels, more or less everyone argued that there would be
trouble getting commitment unless it was clear that the business unit as such could
see beneﬁts and increased sales. Statements such as, ”If they (managers) don’t
see that sales will increase for our products they won’t engage (in social media)!”
where common in the discussion. It was concluded that it was important to involve
other people in the organization such as product managers, R&D managers and
technology experts. It is important for any social media program to be accepted by
the entire organization, since department managers need to understand why their
resources are involved (Blanchard 2011). To understand and be able to measure
this adaption by the organization, we argue that the thoughts from a modiﬁcation of the Technology Adaption Model (TAM) may be applied. This model is
commonly used to predict acceptance of technology, and is successfully modiﬁed to
other areas, for example to explain attitudes to digital shopping behavior (Kotler
et al. 2009). Instead of using the two most important variables in the attitudes
towards technology adaption, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness we
propose the perceived value of social media engagement and perceived usefulness
as indicators to organizational attitudes and willingness to social media.
• Company organization During the workshop there was evidence that the company is decentralized and spread over many business areas, as discussed earlier.
There were sometimes long discussions and explanations about the way the diﬀerent units do their business. Even though they all did business within the agriculture
industry there was huge diﬀerences and it was very diﬃcult to deﬁne and agree on
common structures and ways to penetrate the agricultural segment. From a social
media perspective the question of structure are important since there are two major
models; decentralized and centralized models that both have their advantages and
disadvantages (Blanchard 2011). We believe that the company organization and
the social media organization should be in harmony. The organizational structure
dealing with the channels seems to be important according to workshop evidence.
Since the target audiences, as mentioned earlier, spanned through farmers, design
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engineers, purchasers, food process experts and wine masters, the company organization have an impact. Only 25% of sales for manufacturers of industrial products
are generated by direct channel systems and the other 75% through sales agents,
retailers, distributors, VAR’s and OEM’s (Best 2009). This fact gives further evidence to the complexity the B2B companies deal with. The channel part of the
organizational factor could also be relevant for the market segment mix factor.
• Core competence Since the company focus on polymer applications in demanding environments it was no surprise that this core competence was considered as a
fundament for communication in the social channels. Education in rubber knowledge, both for internal and external audience, was identiﬁed as very suitable topics
to create communities around, where the company could participate as the leader.
Core competences have three characteristics; it is diﬃcult to imitate, it makes signiﬁcant contribution to perceived customer value and it’s applications is relevant
in diﬀerent markets (Kotler et al. 2009).

5.2

Social media model

This section outlines the creative work performed in order to create a social media model
as well as describes how the model is constructed. The main idea behind the model is
to provide companies, preferably in the B2B industry, with a practical tool to use when
preparing to engage in social media. We argue that a model helping a company to understand its strengths and weaknesses in social media would probably be valuable. Especially
if it contains a method that supports a self assessment guide of the underlying factors to
reach the conclusion. Thus, our ﬁndings in the previous section were incorporated in to
a model in order to develop a self assessment scoring mechanism.
As further analyzed in section 5.3 the following key factors was identiﬁed from the ﬁndings; 1) Core competence 2) Thought leadership 3) Customer understanding 4) Desired
outcome 5) Brand management 6) Social media integration 7) Organization readiness 8)
Policies & guidelines. By creating questions to encapsulate each key factor, a key factor
score, θ, ranging from 0-100% can be calculated, see ﬁgure 5.1 for an overview of the self
assessment form of the model. The general form of each key factor is deﬁned as;
• Key factor x
⇒ Question x1 , x2 ... xn
Each question in a key factor is scored (self-assessed) with a maturity degree deﬁned
as low, average or high. This will give a maturity value, ω, for each question. By using
question weights, δ, for each of the questions we enable the model to be balanced differently based on context. The purpose of using weights is to encode information that
one variable is more important than others (Berry & Linoﬀ 2004). It is recommenced to
use weights in order to bias the outcome to generate clusters and patterns that makes
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Social Media Model
ω


Question Weight
Key Factor Total Score

Maturity Value
Key Factors and Questions
1

Core competence

1.1

To what degree are our special expertise contributing to the
perceived customer value?
To what extent are our special expertice hard to imitate?
To what extent do we use our special expertise and application
know-how in all our products?
To what extent are the products we market related to each
th ?
Thought
leadership

1.2
1.3
1.4
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

How competent are we in the issues we are engaging in?
How competent are we at communicating our knowledge?
How well published and how extensive are our publishing
credentials?
How much of our knowledge are we willing to share?
How good are we at listening?

3

Customer understanding

3.1
3.2
3.3

How well do we know the customer needs?
How well do the customers needs match the products we
How well does the organization structure match the customer
needs?
To what extent are we able to communicate to the target
customers?
Desired outcome

3.4
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

How well do we know what messages we want to communicate?
How well do we know in what channels to communicate?
To what extent are we having dialogues instead of sending
messages one-way?
How well does the message project with the desired outcome?

5

Brand management

5.1
5.2

How aware are the customers of the company brand?
How aware are the customer of our different products and
solutions?
To what extent are people involved in purchase decisions aware
of our brand?
How will the quality of our product effect and impact the use of
the final product?
How aware are the end users of the brand?
How much influence do end users have in the selection of our
products in the end product?
Social media integration

5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
8
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

How likely is it that internal departments will give resources
necessary to social media?
How likely is it that our product and solutions experts will
contribute?
What are the perceived value of engagement in social media?
What is the perceived usefulness of social media?
How well are the organization's users acquainted with social
media?
Organization readiness

ω

Low

Avg.

High

θ

θ%

100%

0%

0%

0%

1.65

82.5%

45%

X

0.9

25%

X

25%

X

5%

X

100%
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Figure 5.1: The social media model.
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sense to the assessing company. Thus, the weights introduce bias to the model based
on the knowledge of the business context (Berry & Linoﬀ 2004). Initially we standardized all questions and weighted them equally. Based on our ﬁndings and the literature
we have proposed pre-set weights that we argue are relevant for the context of a large
manufacturing ﬁrm. The weights may easily be adjusted to adapt to other business environments, and it is important that the model allows for this modiﬁcation. By multiplying
the maturity value ω with the question weight δ a question score, ϑ, is calculated. The
key factor score θ is then calculated from the questions, simply by summarizing the ϑ for
each question within the key factor. This is formulated as;
θ=

n


ϑ=

Q=1

n


(ω × δ)

(5.1)

Q=1

In order to exhibit ﬁnal results of the self assessment, the radar chart was chosen
for visualization of the model. One advantage of the radar chart is that it can present
multiple variables where each axis represents a key factor in our model. Since there are
eight key factors, an octagonal shape is built by connecting the key factor score endpoints.
A regular octagon shape would emerge as the result of answering high the assessments
for all questions. The emerging pattern is straightforward to deduce and reveals valuable
information. The radar chart is illustrated in ﬁgure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Radar chart pattern.
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The ﬁndings from the interview and the workshop together with the literature are used
to deﬁne key factors in the the social media model. Each key factor is encapsulated
by constructing relevant and easy to understand questions. We strived for phrasing the
questions in a simple and clear way, and they should be possible to answer with a low,
average or high value. This section deﬁnes the key factors, presents the questions and
their weights. We propose the results to serve as valuable indicators of how well prepared
a company is to engage in social media with regards to the model described in section
5.2. The key factors and the questions are deﬁned and described below.
• Core Competence: As discovered in the ﬁndings, the companys core competences
are indicated as important. Especially the possibility to act as community leaders
and technology experts was clearly evident. From a social media perspective this
is essential. We argue that core competences will allow the company to provide
communities and social networks with engaging topics that goes far beyond the
self-promoting marketing messages, such activities can even have negative eﬀects
in social media channels (Blanchard 2011). The core competence and technology
expertise contributing to the perceived customer value are weighted as most important. We ﬁnd the relation between diﬀerent products least important, even though
it is relevant from a communication view, in the social media sphere the competitive
advantage given by the core competence are way more important. This factor will
constitute a solid ground for being recognized as the thought leader, which we also
propose as a key factor. The key factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure
5.3.
Key Factor and Questions
1 Core competence
1.1 To what degree are our special expertise contributing to
the perceived customer value?
1.2 To what extent are our special expertice hard to imitate?
1.3 To what extent do we use our special expertise and
application know-how in all our products?
1.4 To what extent are the products we market related to each
other?
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Figure 5.3: Key factor 1: Core Competences.

• Thought leadership: By being recognized as the leader in a ﬁeld can give a competitive edge compared to other participants and competitors in the social media
space. Central in being the thought leader is to be competent but also show willingness to share the knowledge. It is crucial to communicate about industry facts, news
and conversation-starters that are relevant to the customer base (Hawkins 2009).
Further, the importance of listening to the ongoing conversation is essential to make
a trustworthy impression (Thomas & Barlow 2011, Blanchard 2011). During the
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interview as well as the workshop these characteristics was expressed and observed,
for example being the thought leader in polymer applications was something identiﬁed as highly relevant and desirable. The thought leadership factor then emphasizes
the competence within the ﬁeld, the communication abilities, cleverness in listening
as well as the fundamental willingness to share and participate in the online discussion with company knowledge. We argue that being published should be weighted
low since we believe the importance of relations built around more hands-on and
realistic cases are superior. The key factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure
5.4.
Key Factor and Questions
2
2.1
2.2
2.3

Thought leadership
How competent are we in the issues we are engaging in?
How competent are we at communicating our knowledge?
How well published and how extensive are our publishing
credentials?
2.4 How much of our knowledge are we willing to share?
2.5 How good are we at listening?
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Figure 5.4: Key factor 2: ThoughtLeadership.

• Customer understanding: This is a fundamental factor in market based management. Without proper understanding of the customer needs, wants and what
makes them decide to buy, all marketing eﬀorts are pointless (Best 2009). We argue
that most central for this key factor is the understanding of customer needs and the
ability to match the correct customer segment to the products. From our ﬁndings
this could be a challenge for B2B ﬁrms since people involved in purchase decisions
can include numerous stakeholders, such as designers, purchasers, engineers and
managers. It becomes important to communicate in a thorough and trustworthy
manner to this spread of people. We believe the relevance for this in a social media
setting is almost as important as understanding the customer needs and chose to
weight the forth question just slightly lower than the two initial questions. The key
factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure 5.5.
Key Factor and Questions
3 Customer understanding
3.1 How well do we know the customer needs?
3.2 How well do the customers needs match the products we
market?
3.3 How well does the organization structure match the
customer needs?
3.4 To what extent are we able to communicate to the target
customers?
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Figure 5.5: Key factor 3: Customer Understanding.
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• Desired outcome: This key factor is covering the companys capacity to deliver
a message and create dialog with its customers. The challenge from a social media
perspective is that the barriers for the word-of-mouth is gone, and in order to
be eﬃcient, this word-of-mouth ought to be relationship-based (Blanchard 2011).
Inﬂuence and trust, in social media are earned not bought (Blanchard 2011). We
argue that it is essential to create dialog. But it is also important to assure that
messages that build trust are sent in appropriate channels to reach the target group.
The key factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure 5.6.
Key Factor and Questions
4 Desired outcome
4.1 How well do we know what messages we want to
communicate?
4.2 How well do we know in what channels to communicate?
4.3 To what extent are we having dialogues instead of
sending messages one-way?
4.4 How well does the message project with the desired
outcome?
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Figure 5.6: Key factor 4: Desired Outcome.
• Brand management: From our ﬁndings brand awareness is signiﬁcant, both from
customer and end user perspective and it has an impact on the social media engagement. The characteristics of B2B marketing should be considered, as described
in section 2.2 and also that awareness of the brand are an important aspect in the
buying process (Kotler et al. 2009). We believe social media provides great opportunities to strengthen the brand and inﬂuence customers even thought the very
nature of social media makes brand management more complex due to the many
ways people can share their opinion (Blanchard 2011). The brand awareness among
the decision makers is essential and therefore weighted highest. When it comes to
the end users they might not even be aware they use speciﬁc products that are
small parts in products. But, by communicating for example, the impact of failure
in quality or the long term savings due to high quality, the end users could be
reached and inﬂuenced. The key factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure
5.7.
Key Factor and Questions
5 Brand management
5.1 How aware are the customers of the company brand?
5.2 How aware are the customer of our different products and
solutions?
5.3 To what extent are people involved in purchase decisions
aware of our brand?
5.4 How will the quality of our product effect and impact the
use of the final product?
5.5 How aware are the end users of the brand?
5.6 How much influence do end users have in the selection of
our products in the end product?
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Figure 5.7: Key factor 5: Brand Management.
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• Social Media integration: This key factor indicates the companys willingness
to engage in social media, mainly from the perspective of access to experts and
specialists across the organization. The culture of a company can be a signiﬁcant
barrier where especially top-down style management can be incompatible with the
ﬂow of information in social media (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). One key aspect
for social media is to assure involvement by experts and specialists within the
company, i.e. involvement with other staﬀ than marketing and sales people (Gillin
& Schwartzman 2011). Our ﬁndings revealed this as a challenge since the expert
resources might not be allowed to spend time if the business unit are not rewarded.
Expert possibility and willingness to contribute is weighted as most important. This
key factor also includes indications on the organizations perception about social
media. It is important to get buy in from the whole organization (Blanchard 2011).
Is social media considered a waste of time and a risk of losing control or considered
a way to enhance and create business opportunities? The possibilities to integrate
a social media program could be huge. How familiar the employees are with social
media channels might have an impact on resistance and change management. The
key factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure 5.8.
Key Factor and Questions
6 Social media integration
6.1 How likely is it that internal departments will give
resources necessary to social media?
6.2 How likely is it that our product and solutions experts will
contribute?
6.3 What are the perceived value of engagement in social
media?
6.4 What is the perceived usefulness of social media?
6.5 How well are the organization's users acquainted with
social media?
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Figure 5.8: Key factor 6: Social Media Integration.
• Organizational readiness: By assessing the status and the support for the social
media program, this key factor indicates how well the organization is ready to
adapt for a successful social media presence. There is resistance to social media
from top management, for reasons such as unclear return on investment and loss
of brand consistency (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). We argue that the status of
the social media program is essential to get adequate resources. The project as
such needs to be managed and executed, and there must be resources appointed for
the ongoing work once implemented. In our research we observed a need for the
program participants to justify the program to get approvals to continue. Since a
social media program will incorporate large extent of a company (Blanchard 2011)
we found that internal cross collaboration is important and a clear mandate from
the program manager (champion) will ease the execution. The resources allocated
to the program are weighted as most signiﬁcant for this key factor and the others
are equally weighted. The key factor and the questions are illustrated in ﬁgure 5.9.
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Key Factor and Questions
7 Organization readiness
7.1 How large are the internal hindrances from the ones that
can interfere?
7.2 How much authority do the champion of the social media
initiative have?
7.3 Do we have enough resources committed for a start up?
7.4 Do we have enough resources for a continuous social
media presence?
7.5 To what extent do we handle the incoming feedback?
7.6 How good are we at collaboration and team work across
the organization?
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Figure 5.9: Key factor 7: Organization Readiness.

• Policies & Guidelines: For a social media program to be successful there must
be a set of rules and guidelines on how employees should and are allowed to behave
(Thomas & Barlow 2011). Social media makes it easy for everyone to do public
disclosures (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). Instead of educate a couple of executives
it is now necessary to train almost all employees and this diﬀerence compared to
classic marketing is important. We propose the need of having an updated policy
that is guiding rather than restricting employees, the language used in the policy
aﬀects the corporate reputation (Gillin & Schwartzman 2011). We claim that useful
and practical policies equip employees with the necessary trust and guidance to
make them ambassadors for the company and the brand. However, we consider the
need to work without scrutiny as least important since it is also important to keep
some control over the online conversation. The key factor and the questions are
illustrated in ﬁgure 5.10.
Key Factor and Questions
8 Policies & guidlines
8.1 How well are your guidelines updated for those who
engage in social media?
8.2 How forgiving is the organization when undesirable
behavior occurs?
8.3 To what extent are the resources engaging in social
media under close scrutiny?
8.4 How well does the company understand the differences in
the rules with social media compared to classic
marketing?
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Figure 5.10: Key factor 8: Policies & Guidelines.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
The objective of our research has been to investigate if certain factors aﬀect B2B companies when they implement social media strategies. In previous chapters we have discussed
our ﬁndings and results as well as proposed a social media model. In this chapter we draw
conclusions from our study and our research questions. We also make some reﬂections on
parts of the thesis that in retrospect may have been designed stronger, as well as suggest
further research.
To conclude our thesis we studied a B2B company in the process of implementing
social media. In our study we discovered that there are factors that inﬂuence and aﬀects
a company addressing social media. As observed during a participant workshop the
very nature of B2B business characteristics seems to have a substantial impact on social
media marketing, particularly topics related to organizational readiness and the potential
for social media integration. Other key factors found was core competence, thought
leadership, customer understanding, desired outcome, brand management, and policies
and guidelines. These identiﬁed key factors thus answer the ﬁrst question raised. Our
second research question was to identify the implications these factors have on a company.
Identifying the implications of the factors are important in order to construct questions
to capture the essence of them. A key factor thus consists of several questions. When
answered all of the questions in a key factor you have answered the key factor itself. If the
score is low on a key factor the implication is that there may be challanges in this area
when engaging in social media. For instance, in our study of the company we found them
having problems to deﬁne the target audience due to the wide scope of people involved
in buying decisions in B2B procurement. Hence their desired outcome is aﬀected as they
do not have a clear target group to address in the social media space. Each key factor
brings negative implications if they are not addressed within the company. The second
research question is thus answered. Finally we created a model containing the identiﬁed
key factors. The key factors where broken down, as mentioned, to clear-cut questions.
They are easily rated in a low, average or high maturity value. When all questions in
the eight key factors found are assessed, a radar chart provides an easy and readable
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pattern that highlight strengths and weaknesses of the company with respect to social
media engagement. This concludes the third research question.

6.1

How to use the model?

When, for example, assessing the studied company based on our knowledge of the company the pattern in ﬁgure 6.1 appeared. We argue that a pattern such as this may provide
valuable insights for a company. As seen, the two factors with lowest scores are social
media integration and organization readiness whilst core competences have the highest
score. After an assessment, a company may begin analyzing the underlying reasons for
the pattern. For example, the low scores on social media integration and organizational
readiness could be potentially be traced to the company’s decentralized business model.
The high score on core competences may be explained by a company’s tradition and
strong focus on core competences. Our study indicated that strong core knowledge and
expertise could be valuable in order to act and participate as a community leader. These
analyses of the key factors may be used to address the factors where improvements are
needed but also to indicate where advantages may be utilized in strong areas.
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Figure 6.1: Social media model pattern assessed on case study company.

6.2

Implications

By having access to the responsible person of the social media program of the company
in our case study, their internal documents and to their workshop, we have had great
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sources of data to our disposal. To further improve the study additional interviews of
other people participating at the workshop would be interesting and very relevant. More
interviews would have given a richer set of data to analyze. The questions asked in the
main interview could have been tested on other persons prior in order to be improved,
but also to train the interviewers. The model itself could also have been tested more
heavily. The main purpose with the testing would have been to focus on the ease of
use and understandability of the questions, as well as the fundamental validity of it.
The social media program in our case study is a long running program, which likely will
take more than a year to establish, and we only participated and studied a small set of
activities during a limited period of time. There will likely be other issues revealing other
interesting ﬁndings in later phases of the program.

6.3

Future work

Our proposed model could be seen as the ﬁrst milestone in how a social media engagement
tool can be constructed. There are several possible studies that could be relevant to
further develop and improve the model. By testing the tool on companies with already
implemented social media programs the key factors could be modiﬁed and new questions
may arise as relevant. By conducting similar studies in other contexts and to include
other manufacturing ﬁrms, new ﬁndings might be indicated. It would also be interesting
to study other categories of people representing other functions of a business, such as
human resources, customer support specialists and business development managers. By
widening the social media scope beyond marketing to research the perspective of other
functions might give other key factors to consider. By studying other phases in the
implementation of a social media program or the operational processes of the social media
activities other key factors could be revealed or a call for the current ones to be modiﬁed.
It would also be interesting to study the very same social media program in later phases.
From a wider perspective, there seems to be a need to study social media initiatives in
their real life environments, especially in the B2B segment, in order to further enrich the
knowledge in the ﬁeld, which so far mostly seems to have a theoretical validity rather
than a practical.
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Appendix A
Interview
We initially made an interview with a key person within Trelleborg to discover their social
media awareness, plans, and commitment.

A.1

Brand and marketing director

In this interview we spoke with Trelleborg’s group brand marketing director, Stefan
Svärdenborn. The interview is divided in to four parts, ﬁrst an introduction of the
person Stefan Svärdenborn, his role and his experiences and Trelleborg’s thoughts on
social media. The second part is how the current situation of Trelleborg was when
the interview took place, April 15th 2011. The third is the strategy Trelleborg have
to implement social media, and the last part is how Trelleborg is planning to handle
performance.

Introduction
Q1: What are your role and responsibilities within the company?
Q2: When did Trelleborg decide to be present within social media?
Q3: What factors do you think are important to consider when engaging social media?

Situation at Trelleborg
Q4: What is the support from top management for social media?
Q5: What implication do social media have on corporate/marketing/brand strategy?
Q6: What needs wants and demands do you (as a company) fulﬁll with the use of social
media, and for whom?
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Q7: How can social media beneﬁt the Trelleborg group with respect to previous question?
Q8: Social media with regards to SWOT
(a) What strengths do you see?
(b) What opportunities do you see?
(c) What threats do you see?
(d) What weaknesses do you see?

Strategy and social media
Q9: How to approach the social media strategy formulation, what is the process?
Q10: Why did you (as a company) decide upon this process?
Q11: How is this process diﬀerent than other marketing processes you experienced?
Q12: How diﬀer this from other social media processes you have experience from?
Q13: What channels are Trelleborg using today? Open discussion on deﬁnitions, marketing, messages, customer reach, etc.
(a) Social channels including technologies and tools
(b) Traditional marketing channels versus social media

Performance of social media
Q14: How do you know you are targeting the correct people?
Q15: How do you know and secure that you are working with the correct messages?
Q16: What metrics (KPI’s) are used in Trelleborg today?

